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Abstract: Referring Expression Comprehension (REC) is the task of pointing out the correct object in an image as
corresponding to a given natural language expression. In this work, we improve a previous model of REC by explicitly
aligning relations between mentions in the language expression to pairs of objects placed in specific relative positions
in the image. Evaluation on the RefGoogle dataset [4] shows that our model outperforms previous work; we also find
that, quite surprisingly, the image features extracted from a pre-trained convolution neural network as used by previous
research are not as efficient to REC as automatically recognized category labels.
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Fig. 1 Referring Expression: The desk with beer on it.

1. Introduction
We use referring expressions in our daily conversation to in-

dicate which person or object we are pointing to, such as ”the
man on the left” and ”the girl dressed in blue”. In Figure 1, there
are many objects in the image, such as a beer, two desks and
a woman. The expression the desk with beer on it can unam-
biguously indicate which object is being referred to. We call the
phrase a Referring Expression indicating the object bounded by
the green box.

The task of identifying a region from a given phrase is called
Referring Expression Comprehension (shorted as REC) [4]. In
this paper, we propose an algorithm to solve this task. Making
computers understand referring expressions has applications to
human-computer interaction, such as enabling robots to interact
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with human in the physical world. The task of REC is usually eas-
ier to evaluate compared to the image caption generation task [4],
because in image caption generation, there might be more than
one suitable captions to a given image; on the other hand, in REC
one simply checks if the output is exactly the object referred to
by the referring expression.

Resolution of referring expression requires understanding nat-
ural language and perceiving the rich visual world around us,
which is a long-standing goal in the field of artificial intelligence.
We have to develop models and techniques that allow us to con-
nect the domain of visual data and the domain of natural language
utterances, in order to translate between the two domains.

Referring expressions often contain information such as at-
tribute or relation with other objects that are necessary to identify
the indicated object in the image. The example in Figure 1 illus-
trates the necessity of relation information to resolve the task of
REC: Suppose that we want to localize the object desk referred to
by the phrase; if we do not consider the relationship between the
entity desk and the entity beer, we cannot ground the referring
expression since there are two desks in the image.

Previous studies either ignore the relation information between
objects [4] or only model the relationship in an implicit way [6].
In these approaches, the referring expression is embedded as a
vector which is generated from a language model conditioned on
an image representation. Even if more than one entities are men-
tioned in the phrase, their relationship is not explicitly modeled
since the phrase is represented by a single vector.

In this work, we explicitly incorporate relation information by
mapping relations between entities in the phrase to the spatial
relation between the corresponding objects in the image. More
specifically, we first extract entities from the referring expression
and objects from the image respectively, then learn an alignment
between entities and objects. In this alignment, relations between
entities and relative positions of objects are explicitly considered.
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For example, in Figure 1 we can extract two entities, the desk and
beer from the phrase and three objects from the image. The rela-
tion ”with” between the two entities is paired with the positions of
any two objects in the image to calculate a score, which models
the appropriateness of the alignment. We evaluate our model on
Google Refexp dataset[4] and show that our result outperforms
the baseline method proposed in [4].

2. Related Work
REC is a classic Natural Language Processing(NLP) prob-

lem [3]. Before the deep learning methods are widely used in this
field, most works focused on a relatively small dataset of artificial
objects and the text comprehension module and vision module are
separated. They have to explicitly enumerate all attributes (size,
color. etc) or relationships predefined in order to understand the
referring expression thus can’t flexibly deal with abundant nat-
ural expressions in real world. [4] is the first one to apply deep
learning methods to referring expression comprehension and gen-
eration. Their contributions are twofolds. First they released a
large size dataset called Google Refexp which is used in the ex-
periment of this paper. Their second contribution is proposing an
CNN-LSTM framework for both comprehension and generation
problems. They use CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) to ex-
tract information from candidates region in the form of vector and
feed that vector as input to LSTM language model. And the CNN
features for each candidate object is not only extracted from the
object’s region but also from the whole image served as a context.
In addition, the axis information of objects’ region (also known
as bounding box) is incorporated into the visual representation of
object along with CNN features. They try to learn the parame-
ter of the model by letting the probability of referring expression
generated from the target object larger than that generated from
other objects.

The limitation of [4] is that it doesn’t consider the relation-
ship of target object with other objects in the image. Especially
when there are multiple instances of the same type presented in
the image, it is often not enough to distinguish the target object
from other objects with same type by encoding only the attributes
information of the object itself.

Towards that end, [6] and [1] tries to encode the relation
information to the visual representation of the object. More
specifically, in [6], the input CNN features are obtained from a
{region,context region} pair where the whole image together with
other objects in the image are considered as one of the context
region. They use LSTM [7] to calculate the probability of a re-
ferring expression for one object. As the bounding boxes for con-
text objects are not available during training, they use Multiple-
Instance Learning(MIL) objective function. In [1]’s work, they
take a more focused approach to encode context information.
They add object comparison features to the visual representation
besides CNN features for the object region and the context region.
Object comparison features are the difference vector between tar-
get object’s CNN feature and other objects’ which are also pre-
sented in the image. Even though they make an effort to incorpo-
rate the relation information into the model, it is performed in an
implicit way. [24] models the relationship explicitly by parsing

Fig. 2 An illustration of the proposed method.

the referring expression using recurrent network with attention.
Their limitation is that the phrase is forced to be parsed into three
parts called subject, relationship, object even though there may
be more than two entities mentioned in the phrase.

All approaches mentioned above tries to ground the whole
phrase to a region or several regions in the image. There are also
many work that do the grounding in a fine-grained style. It is not
the whole phrase but the entity mentions in the phrase that are
grounded to the image. [20] use dependency parsing to divide
phrases into several fragments and learn the alignment between
regions in the image and fragments. [21] utilizes bidirectional
Recurrent Network to model phrases instead of dependency pars-
ing and align language and image modalities through a multi-
modal embedding. Both works are evaluated on image retrieval
task. [19] learns grounding by reconstructing a given phrase
using an attention mechanism. The phrase is first encoded by
LSTM language model and then the embedding is decoded back
to phrase together with attentions over visual representations of
all objects in the image. [22] models relationship between ob-
jects presented in the image by training visual models for objects
and language models for predicates individually and later com-
bines them together to predict multiple relationships per image.
[23] also proposed a model to capture the relationship between
objects by doing an exhausted investigation on spatial and visual
features.

3. Model
In this section, we will introduce the proposed method in de-

tail. Given an image with several objects presented in it, and a
referring expression pointing to the target object, we first parse
the referring expression to extract all noun phrases (noted as NP)
and the relationships between them. Then an alignment between
the referring expression and the image is constructed as a bipar-
tite, in which noun phrases in the referring expression and objects
in the image are considered as nodes, and a correspondence be-
tween them is represented as a configuration of edges in the bipar-
tite graph. Given the nodes, we assign a score to every possible
graph to measure how well the alignment is. We use machine
learning methods to learn parameters of the scoring function.

3.1 Constructing Bipartite
For each input pair of referring expression and candidate ob-

jects, we construct a graph and assign a scalar score Score(x, y)
to the bipartite graph. We want the model to learn parameters au-
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tomatically so that it can assign high score to the correct graph
and low score to wrong graphs. A correct graph means that all
the noun phrase nodes are correctly connected to the object nodes
they refer to. Since there are many possible graphs given an input
pair, our task is to search for a graph that has the maximum score.

ŷ = argmaxy∈G(x)Score(x, y) (1)

Here G(x) is the set of all possible graphs given an input pair x of
referring expression and candidate objects. For example in Figure
2, x is composed of 3 nodes of object regions on one side of the
graph and 2 nodes of noun phrase on the other side of the graph.
ŷ stands for the correct graph and y stands for an arbitrary graph
in G(x). Score(x, y) is composed of local score and global score.
More specifically, it is defined as:

Score(x, y) =
∑

e∈E(y)

scorel(x, e) +∑
ei ,e j∈Epair(y)

scoreg(x, ei, e j) (2)

scorel(x, e) = θl · φl(x, e) (3)

scoreg(x, ei, e j) = θg · φg(x, ei, e j) (4)

where E(y) is the set of edges in graph y, and Epair(y) is the set
of pairs of edges whose noun phrase nodes are in a relationship.
scorel stands for local score and captures how well the entity
mentioned in referring expression is matched with object in the
image. scoreg stands for global score, which measures the fitness
of the textual representation between entities in referring expres-
sion and the spatial relationship of objects in the image. θl and
θg are the parameters of the model to be learned and φl(x, e) and
φg(x, ei, e j) represent local features and global features. For ex-
ample, in figure 1, the score of the graph will be the sum of local
score region 1, the desk and region2, beer, together with global
score with, region1, region2.

The score for an edge (local score) or a pair of edges (global
score) are calculated using the dot product of a feature vector
(local feature or global feature) with model parameters. To com-
pute the local score of an edge, we first extract representations for
both entity node from noun phrase and object node from bound-
ing box in the image. More specifically, the representation of
entity node , noted as wi, is calculated by averaging the embed-
dings of words in noun phrase. In our setting, the word embed-
dings are initialized with pre-trained word2vec [16],which is a
300-dimensional vector. And the representation for object node,
noted as vi, includes the visual feature extracted from the bound-
ing box of object in the image using pre-trained convolutional
neural network model VGG-16 [13]. We also incorporate spatial
information of the bounding box,noted as si, to object representa-
tion. si = [ sx,min

WI
,

sy,min

HI
,

sx,max

WI
,

sy,max

HI
,

S region

S image
], where WI and HI are the

width and height of the image from which the candidate object
comes, and sx,max, sx,min, sy,max, sy,min are the top left and bottom
right coordinates of the bounding box for candidate object. S image

is the area of the whole image and S region is the area of the region.
This finally results in a 1005-dimensional vector vs,i = [vi, si].

Once we get the representation for both object node and entity
node, we calculate the local feature that incorporates both tex-
tual and visual information. Since the dimensions for vs,i and wi

Fig. 3 The figure gives an example of the calculation of the local score for
an edge. θl, W, b are model parameters, wi is the average of word
vectors in noun phrase, vx,i stands for the visual representation of
object in the image.

are different, we need to perform linear transformation on vs,i to
make the dimension of two vectors the same. Here we adopt the
element-multiplication method to combine representations from
language and vision since it has been shown to be a powerful
way to combine representations from different modalities [2]. So
we have the following formulas.

ˆvs,i = Wx,ivs,i + bx,i (5)

zloc = ˆvs,i � wi (6)

φl(x, e) = ˆzloc = zloc/||zloc|| (7)

where � is the element-wise multiplication between two vectors.
Now that the local feature φl(x, e) is available from Equation(7),
we can use it to calculate the local score with Equation (3). Figure
3 illustrates the mechanism of local score computation.

For global scores, we calculate the global feature φg(x, ei, e j)
by using the spatial information of two bounding boxes, noted as
s = [si, s j], and the average embeddings of words in relationship
phrase, noted as w. More concretely, we have:

ŝ = Ws + b (8)

zrel = ŝ � w (9)

φg(x, ei, e j) = ˆzrel = zrel/||zrel|| (10)

Finally, the global score are calculated from global feature and
model parameter with Equation (4). Figure 4 illustrate the mech-
anism of global score computation.

3.2 Learning
In our proposed model, parameters to be learned come from the

embedding of noun phrases and their relationships, along with the
weight matrices of local score and global score. Our objective is
to minimize the following function:

J(θ) = min
N∑

k=1

lk(θ) (11)

where
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Fig. 4 The figure gives an example of the calculation of the global score for
an edge. θg, W, b are model parameters, wi is the average of word
vectors in relation between noun phrases, x stands for the spatial in-
formations for the bounding boxes of two objects.

lk(θ) = max
gk∈G(x)

(
S core(xk, gk;θ)

−S core(xk, ĝk;θ) + ||gk − ĝk ||1

)
(12)

Note that ĝk represents the correct graph and gk is the candi-
date graph. ||gk − ĝk ||1 denotes the Hamming distance between
the candidate graph and the correct graph. N is the total num-
ber of instances in the training set and lk(θ) is the loss for the
k-th instance. The meaning of this formula is that we want the
score for correct graph to be larger than the candidate graph by a
certain margin. Once we learned the optimized parameter for all
the training data, then for new data, we just need to calculate the
score for all possible graphs and then choose the graph with the
largest score. Then under the graph with largest score, we output
the object that is connected to the entity being referring to in the
referring expression.

In the problem setting, we only know which object is being
referred to by the referring expression. That means the corre-
spondence between the entity that served as the subject part in
referring expression (note as subject entity) and the target object
in the image is known, but we do not know the entity that has
relationship with the subject entity points to which object in the
image. For example, in figure 2. We know the entity The desk and
Region 1 is matched with each other, but we do not know entity
beer and Region 2 are matched in advance. We expect the model
to learn these latent alignments automatically.

Specifically, we first take a non-subject entity and align it to
an object. The edge is sampled with a probability proportional to
the local score between the non-subject entity and the object cal-
culated by the current model. When all the non-subject entities
are aligned to their objects, we note the graph that matches the
subject entity with correct object as A, and the graphs that match
the subject entity to other objects as B, and and modify the pa-
rameters of the model so that the score A is larger than scores for
B.

4. Experiment
4.1 Dataset

The proposed method is evaluated on Google Refexp [4] which

is constructed on top of the MSCOCO [5] dataset, a dataset com-
posed of images of complex everyday scenes containing common
objects in their natural context. They selected images from the
MSCOCO dataset that contain at least 2 instances of the same
object type and the bounding box of the object in the image oc-
cupy at least 5% of the image. Then they constructed a Amazon
Mechanical Turk task in which they present each object in the im-
age and let the worker to generate a unique text description of that
object. They also constructed a second task in which a different
worker is asked to click the object given the referring expression
generated in the first task. If the clicked object overlaps with
the true object, then the referring expression are considered valid
and added to the Google Refexp dataset. This results in a dataset
of 54822 objects in 26711 images and 104560 expressions. The
dataset are split to a validation set with 5000 objects, a test set
with 5000 objects and a train set with remaining objects. Since
the author of Google Refexp dataset only published train set and
validation set, we report the accuracy of the models on the vali-
dation set.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
In this section, we describe how to evaluate the performance

of the proposed model. We compare the Intersection over Union
(IoU) ratio between the bounding box of the true object and the
the bounding box of the object predicted by the model. If IoU is
larger than 0.5, we consider the output of the model to be true.
We compute the percentage of true prediction objects over the
validation set.

4.3 Implementation Details
We use Stanford CoreNLP [15] to parse referring expressions.

We perform both constituency parsing and dependency parsing
on input phrases to extract all noun phrases and relation expres-
sions between them. We initialize the embeddings of all the
words in noun phrases and relation expressions with word2vec
[16], which results in a 300-dimensional word representations.
For visual representation, we extract CNN features from bound-
ing box region of the object using the 16-layer VGGNet [13] pre-
trained on the ImageNet[12]. We use the 1000 dimensional vec-
tors from the last layer(fc8) of VGGNet and fine tune only the
last layer while keeping everything else fixed. The visual fea-
ture for object is the CNN feature concatenated with the spatial
information of the bounding box explained in section 3.

We implement our program using Chainer [18]. We use
Adam[17] with a learning rate of 0.01. The batchsize is 16. We
do not use any regularization method.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Result on the Validation Data

We implement the method proposed in [4] and compare the
accuracy on validation data of their method with our proposed
method. And in order to check whether the global score com-
ponent is necessary for this task, we remove the global score
component and experiment the remain model on the validation
data. The results are shown on Table 1. It can be seen from the
result that the accuracy of our reimplementation almost reached
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Table 1 Performance of the baseline and proposed method. The first line
is the accuracy reported on [4]. The second line is the accuracy of
our reimplementation. The third line is the accuracy of our pro-
posed model and the fourth line is the accuracy of proposed model
without global score.

Methods Accuracy
Mao+,2015 42.50%
Mao+,2015 My implementation 40.01%
Proposed Method 44.01%
Proposed Method (no global score) 34.67%

the result of baseline method proposed in [4] and our proposed
algorithm outperforms the baseline model. The fourth line of
Table 1 shows the result of our proposed algorithm with the
component of global score. The extremely decreasing accuracy
indicates that the global score is a necessary component of our
model.

4.4.2 Result on the Subset of Validation Data
In order to explicitly illustrate the proposed method’s ability

of modeling relationships between noun phrases in referring ex-
pression, we randomly sample 200 instances from both training
set and test set and pick out instances manually that requires rela-
tionships with other objects in order to get the right answer. This
results in 37 instances for train set(called set A), and 42 instances
for validation set(called set B), we apply both baseline method [4]
and our proposed method to these two datasets. We also remove
the global score part from our proposed model and check how the
accuracy changes.

The results are shown in Table2. From table 2, we observe
that improvement on Set A and B from [Mao+,2015] to pro-
posed method (around 19%) is larger than that on full valida-
tion set (about 4%). The decrease on Set A and B is also larger
than that on the full validation set. Furthermore, the first line
of Table 2 shows that accuracy on Set B (32.69%) is lower than
that (40.10%) on the full validation set, which indicates that the
baseline model is not good at dealing with instances that re-
quires relation information. On the other hand, our proposed
method achieves better accuracy on Set B (50.0%) compared to
the full validation set (44.01%) which strongly shows our pro-
posed method’s capability of processing relationship information
superior to the baseline method in [4].

4.4.3 Instance Analysis
Figure 5 shows some positive examples from Google Refexp

[4]. There are three columns; the left column stands for the input,
the middle column is the output of the baseline model and the
right column is the output of our proposed method. For the first
example in the first row, the proposed method can choose the cor-
rect object by matching the noun phrase wooden chair to green
box and noun phrase lady to the red box. On the other hand, the
baseline model failed to choose the correct object. For the sec-
ond example in the second row, the proposed method points out
the correct object by matching the noun phrase A giraffe to the
green bounding box in the image and noun phrase a zebra to the
red bounding box, while the baseline model failed to capture the
meaning of the referring expression and chooses the wrong object
zebra.

Fig. 5 Example of instance for baseline method and proposed method.

Fig. 6 Negative example of our proposed method.

There are also some negative examples which shows the limi-
tation of our proposed model. For example in Figure 6, the Stan-
ford CoreNLP gives the wrong parsing result by parsing the noun
”woman” into a verb. As a result, only noun phrase ”cake” is
extracted from the referring expression and leads to the wrong
object in the image.

Other negative example is shown Figure 7. Notice that both
baseline method and our proposed method failed to match the en-
tity ”a human hand” to the right object in the image. And both
methods match the entity to a totally different object (a pillow
and a hamburger) which has completely no connection with ”hu-
man” or ”hand” . For all experiments until now we use features
extracted from VGG model[13] as the visual representation for
object in the image and the visual feature is considered to contain
abundant information about the object. But according to the neg-
ative example in Figure 7, even the fundamental information such
as the category of the object is not restored in the visual feature.
We assume that visual feature extracted from VGG model is not
suitable for this task and experiment on another visual represen-
tation of objects.

4.5 CNN feature or category information as visual represen-
tation of image?

Since the visual features extracted from pre-trained CNN
model for candidate objects do not perform very well, we also
experiment with the category information of the objects. Because
all the annotated objects in the dataset can be categorized into
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Table 2 Comparison of the baseline and proposed method on subset.

Methods Accuracy on Set A Accuracy on Set B Accuracy on Validation Set
reimplementation of Mao+,2015 67.80% 32.69% 40.10%
Proposed Method 86.48% 50.0% 44.01%
Proposed Method(no global score) 40.47% 27.02% 34.67%

Table 3 Comparison of different visual representation on validation set.

Accuracy on Test Data [Mao+,2015] Proposed Method
CNN vector as visual representation 40.10% 44.01%
Category information as visual representation 57.69% 61.77%

Fig. 7 Other negative example of our proposed method.

Table 4 Label and words that has high similarity with it.

Label The words that have high similarity with label
carrot leafy, sweet, carrot
donut donut
sandwich eggs, hamburger, sandwich
oven stove, gas, oven, candle, burnt
airplane seating, suitcase, tourist, china
couch pillows, furniture, chair, man, woman, sofa
TV monitor, television, computer
bowl pans, buffet, fries, cup, container
clock time, digital
bottle squirting, beverage
vase flower, vase

Table 5 Result of classifier over 80 categories

Accuracy on Train Set Accuracy on Test Set
38.4% 33.4%

80 classes, we use one-hot vector with length of 80 as the vi-
sual representation for the candidate object instead of features ex-
tracted from CNN. The results are shown on Table 3. We observe
a significant improvement by adopting the category information
on both baseline method and our proposed method. This illus-
trates that category informations are more effective to represent
the visual content of the object candidates and the reason may be
that the CNN model pre-trained on [12] are not perfectly matched
with the Google Refexp dataset.

An example is shown in Figure 8. In Figure 8, the second col-
umn shows the output of our proposed method with VGG vector
as visual representation and the third column shows the output of
our proposed method with one-hot category vector as visual rep-
resentation. We can see that in VGG vector setting, the entity a
man and a motorcycle are matched to wrong objects while in the
one-hot category vector setting, both entities are matched to the
correct objects.

To confirm the assumption that the visual feature extracted
from CNN does not contain the category information, we try
to learn a classifier for 80 categories in our dataset from VGG-
16[13] vector extracted from object in the image. There are to-
tally 210775 objects in the Google Refexp dataset, noted as red
bounding box in the image of all example instances. We take
200775 instances as train set and the other 10000 instance as test

Fig. 8 Comparison of vgg vector and label information.

set. A two-layer fully connected neural network is adopted as the
classifier. The result illustrated in Table 5 shows that accuracies
on both train set and test set are relatively low which verifies our
assumption that the category information are not included in the
VGG vectors.

Finally, we compare the representation of category labels
learned by the model with word vectors in order to explore the se-
mantic meaning captured by the label representation. The results
are shown in Table 4. We check category vector learned by our
model. More specifically, for each category in Google Refexp,
the category vector is brought to the formula (6) and represent
ˆvx,i, we calculate the local score with all words in the vocabulary

by replacing the wi in formula (6) with the word embedding (ac-
cording to formula (7) ), and sort the word by the local score.
We list up 20 words according to the score and show the result in
Table 4.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a graph-based method that outper-

forms the baseline method by analyzing the syntax structure of
the referring expression for the object in the image. We try to
construct the system that can map the noun phrases in expression
to the candidate objects in the image in order to explicitly get the
context object mentioned in the expression. And we also check
whether the VGG vector is suitable for the visual representation
of objects in the image. We plan to do more analysis in future
work.
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